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About Tosaf

Innovation as a Standard

Tosaf Color Service, Germany

For over three decades, Tosaf has been developing and manufacturing high quality additives, 
compounds, and color masterbatches for all thermoplastic polymers.  
With the aim of providing for its customers' every need, Tosaf has continually grown and developed 
its offering, production capacity, and global reach. Tosaf is a global organization with over 1200 
employees, 15 plants around the world, and more than 5000 customers in 50 countries.

A pioneer in the field of masterbatches, Tosaf Color Service Germany has been developing 
innovative products and services in plastics coloring since the early 70’s. Our vast product portfolio 
includes standard colors, additives and combination solutions to fulfill your color requirements and 
your functional challenges.

Tosaf Color Service specializes in the development of unique and innovative color solutions, with 
high-level technical abilities, for a wide range of industries. We are one of the market leaders for 
masterbatches designed for the electronic and car industries. 
Our experts have developed a variety of special-effect color masterbatches, which offer a cost-
efficient and eco-friendly solution to your individual color requirements.



LED Effect
We provide high performance light diffuser masterbatches for PMMA and PC. Our color effects
help hide light applications in a color harmonized manner.

Electromobility
We provide the highest quality in terms of electromobility colors with and without a laser marking 
additive, and use a wide range of UL listed colors.

Metallic Colors
Our new metallic masterbatch allows the production of injection-molded parts with a delicately 
structured, virtually streak free finish, even in critical areas. 



Navigating the Complex World of Regulations
Our professional regulatory affairs team will guide you through the increasingly complex world of 
health & safety and other regulations.

A Dedication to Sustainability
We are leading the way in the development of colors and additives that can be used with recycled 
materials and biopolymers. These include biodegradable colors, NIR colors, recycling colors, and 
more.

Tailor Made Solutions 
With dozens of production lines of different sizes, we are flexible enough to deliver orders for 5kg 
or 5 truckloads, with the same care and attention to detail.



Efficient and Economical: The Universal 
Masterbatch®
Our universal carrier, which was developed internally at Tosaf Color Service, is one of the 
reasons for our ongoing market success. This patented carrier forms the basis for our Universal 
Masterbatch®, which can be used in a variety of polymers. The Universal Masterbatch® allows you 
to optimize your stock levels.

Aligned with Global Trends
At Tosaf Color Service, one of our goals is keeping up with the latest design trends. We work 
closely with designers, offer expert guidance on ways to achieve designs and color effects that lead 
to breathtaking results.
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Tosaf. 
Tailor-made solutions. 
World-class service.


